Graber Lake Forest Faux Wood and Premium Faux Wood Blind
Installation Instructions
1. Blind (cord tilt shown)
2. Mounting Brackets
3. Center support bracket (if required)
4. Mounting screws (2 per bracket)
5. Projection brackets
(optional, one per mounting bracket)
6. Projection bracket screws and nuts
(optional, 2 per mounting bracket)
7. 3/16" (0.5 cm) shim (2 3/8" & 2 1/2" outside mount blinds,
optional)
8. Bottomrail hold-down brackets & hardware (optional)
9. Valance face
10. Valance returns (outside mount, optional)
11. Return brackets (outside mount, optional)
12. Valance Slide
13. Valance Clip
14. Splice plate (if required)
15. Keystone (if required)
16. Keystone spacer (if required)

Center Support - Bracket Requirements

Valance Clip Requirements
Up to 3" (7.6 cm) Tall Valance

3" (7.6 cm) Tall Valance and
Greater
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Graber Lake Forest Faux Wood and Premium Faux Wood Blind
Installation Instructions

1. Mark blind location
Make sure blind is level when marking and mark above and
at the ends of the blind.

2. Mark mounting bracket location
Align mounting bracket with blind location marks and mark
2 screw locations.

If center support bracket is required
Position the top of the center support brackets in line with
the top of the mounting brackets. Locate center supports
evenly along the headrail so they will not interfere with the
blind ladders or working parts. Mark 2 screw locations.

If projection brackets are required
Position the top of the projection brackets at blind location
marks and mark 2 screw locations. Locate a projection bracket at each end and then position other brackets (if required)
evenly along the headrail so they will not interfere with the
blind ladders or working parts.
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3. Drill pilot holes
Use 1/16" drill bit (1.6mm) for wood mounting surface or
3/32" drill bit (2.3mm) for metal. For other mounting surfaces, use appropriate wall anchors and drill the correct size
hole per the anchor instructions.

4. Secure brackets to mounting surface
Direct to mounting surface use two mounting screws in
each bracket.

When outside mounting 2 3/8" (6.0 cm) and 2 1/2" (6.3 cm)
slat blinds use bracket shims supplied between the back of
the bracket and the mounting surface.

If using projection brackets
Attach mounting and center support brackets to the projection brackets using 2 screws and nuts.

5. Attach valance clips
Space clips evenly across width. Clips must not interfere with
blind ladders or other working parts.

6. Place blind in brackets
Place rail front lip on center support. Roll rail back into brackets.
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7. Close door on brackets
Fermer la porte des supports

SNAP!

8. Valance assembly: Valance with returns Return Bracket
Some returns come pre-assembled.
Some valances have 2 grooves and require 2 return brackets
per return.
Return Bracket

Valance assembly: Spliced valance Splice Plate
Some valances have 2 grooves and require 2 splice plates.

Valance assembly: Keystone
1. Insert splice plate into valance piece.
2. Slide keystone spacer over splice plate with spacer tabs
toward back of valance.
3. Slide second valance piece into splice plate and keystone
spacer.
4. Align keystone legs with spacer and press the keystone
into the valance.

9. Attach Valance
Position valance slides on the back of the valance to align
with valance clips installed on the blind. Groove must either
be centered or at top.
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Attach valance to blind.
Remove tab if visible below valance

10. Optional hold-down brackets
2" (5.1 cm) Blind
Break hold-down brackets apart using pliers.
or
2-3⁄8" (6 cm) & 2-½" (6.3 cm) Blinds

11. Optional cord cleats
Install cord cleats 6" (15.2 cm) to 12" (30.5 cm) apart at a
height out of reach of children. Wrap cords around cleats
when not in use.

12. Attach tilt wand (if required)
Hook Attachment

Wire Clip Attachment
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Wire Hook and Sleeve

13. Blind operation: Opening and closing the slats
Close the slats in the direction desired for light control and
privacy.

Cord Tilt - To tilt the slats open or closed, simply pull on the
tilt cord.

Wand Tilt - Rotate wand to open or close slats.

14. Blind operation: Raising and lowering a corded blind
Raising the blind
Tilt open slats and pull lift cords straight down to raise the
blind. At the desired height, move cords toward the outside
edge of the blind then gently release the cords to engage
the lock.
Lowering the blind
Open the slats a little if closed. Pull lift cords toward the
center of the blind to release the lock. Feed the cords into
the blind to lower.
Corded blind trouble shooting
If blind fails to lower when first installed the lock roller may
be stuck. Access the lock
and while pulling the lift cords push down on the lock roller.
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15. Blind operation: Raising and lowering a cordless blind
Always raise and lower with blind tilted open. To lower blind,
simply pull down using the bottomrail. To raise the blind,
simply guide the blind to the desired position by gently
lifting the bottomrail. On inside mount blinds, the blind may
need to be pulled away from the window slightly in order to
fully lower the blind.

Cordless blind trouble shooting
Blind not level when raised:
It is important to always lift and lower your blind in a level
manner. If the blind is not lifted and lowered in a balanced
manner, the cords may be taken up by the springs at different rates causing the blind to hang crooked. To correct this
situation, lower and raise blind while level.
Blind hangs crooked:
During shipping the ladder tapes may fall off the tape drums
and cause the blind to hang crooked. To correct, rotate the
slats all the way in one direction until the blind is in a closed
position. Next, rotate the slats all the way in the opposite
direction until the blind is in a closed position. The ladder
tapes will be corrected and blind should hang even.

Valance trouble shooting
Valances ordered with returns are measured and cut from
the INSIDE of the miter to ensure the most accurate fit when
installed over the headrail or window frame. For example, a
30" (76.2 cm) valance with returns: 30" (76.2 cm) would be
the BACKSIDE/INSIDE width measurement. The front side
measurement would be greater than 30" (76.2 cm) (which
is correct). Returns would also be measured and cut on the
BACKSIDE from the miter.
Cleaning and care
Clean blinds with mild soap and water only. Do not use
cleaning methods involving heat, bleach, abrasives or solvents. Do not use window cloths with paper content. Use of
these methods will void the warranty.

